
"Imagine"

Thanks for inspiriting me to create! Your music and personas uplift me every day; please never 
stop being beautiful. I hope you love all of our art, and see you all in London sometime soon!
--Lily (@biklar10)
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"PTXForever" by Kayla (@kmr2472000) PTX logo pillow by Jonna (@jonnapeterson81)

"Heartbeat"

I just want to say thank you, because you adn your amazing music helped me to grow up in the
past four years and became part of my life. I consider my drawings a love letter for you, a way 
to express how much I am proud of you, guys. I love you so much!
--Gaia Pellizzoni (@GaiaPellizzoni)
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Painted cup by Kenna (@kennatonix)

 

"PTX Hollywood Bowl"
by Jenna (@Jennasscomiche)

I made painting these rocks one of my big projects for
the summer, and I'm so happy with how they turned 
out! They're a perfect addition to my windowsill, 
displayed right next to my many plants.
--Jay (@botanicalhoying)

by Katie (@cryingbckirstie) by Mariah (@Mariah_Draws)
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"Sing It Out"

As soon as I knew I would meet PTX, I knew I wanted to design something unique for them to sign.
I adore the passion that each member has for singing, and I wanted to encompass each member's 
spirit as well as the band's overall feeling of brightness and joy. It took a while to finish, but I love 
looking at it on a canvas hanging in my room!
--Carly Treinen (@scoothooying)
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by K. Romina (@Gomisaurio)

by Emily (@emilynliesl)
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"Pentatonix: The Game"
by Katie (@cryingbckirstie)

"Penta-Power Rangers"
by Noelle Krumbhaar (@DragonLadySPN)

"Daft Punk Anime Style"

Pentatonix, thank you for everything you all do for your fans and for sharing yoru incredible, 
beautiful gifts with the world. Good luck on your journeys, wherever they may take you.
--Brook Ember Pfaff (@Brook_EMBER)
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Over the past couple of years, I've carefully picked out quotes from each member that have 
meant a lot to me. This wall serves as a beautiful daily reminder and keeps me inspired. I 
started in 2015 and it's still growing!
--Marissa (@PentaToddler)
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"4th of July"
I made this on Independence Day when 
Pentatonix was performing at the Hollywood 
Bowl. I didn't attend, but I was listening to "Sing" 
and immediately thought of putting together a 
banner like this: Pentatonix together and happy, 
the beautiful Hollywood Bowl stage, and 
fireworks to end the celebration."
--Carly Treinen (@scoothooying)

"PUP-A-TONIX"
by Debbie Sandhe) (@debbie_sandhe)

"PTX Bohemian Rhapsody"
by Jenna (@Jennasscomiche)

I love hand-painting my own shoes, and I 
knew I needed to make Pentatonix ones. The 
color blending on the right shoe behind the 
silhouettes was done to show how although 
there are 5 people, all of them need to work 
hard to blend together to create the perfection 
they always achieve. Of course, the logo was 
mandatory to put on the left front. :)
--Carly Treinen (@scoothooying)
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by Alyssa Rae Perez (@paintedviolin)

by Emily (@emilynliesl)
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by Emily (@emilynliesl) by Mariah (@Mariah_Draws)

"Human"

"PTX Imagine" left me with an abundance of inspiration & hope for the future. Being able to 
reflect that sense of hope through my art was an incomparable feeling. PTX, I can't possibly 
thank you enough. You have changed my life profoundly. Love & support, forever & always,
--Keren Dial (@kerendial)
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Coloring page by Lizzy (@Jusmeavi) "Inside Out"
Line art by Lizzy (@Jusmeavi)
Color by Taylor J. (@Gerridwynn9)

Line art by Lizzy (@Jusmeavi)
Color by Jaden Lynn (@Jadetriestoart)

"Dressed as 5 Popular PTX Music Videos"
Line art by Lizzy (@Jusmeavi)
Color by Kathy Washburn Bunn (@McKathlin)
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by Gaia Pellizzoni (@GaiaPellizzoni)

Line art by Gaia Pellizzoni
Color by Kathy Washburn Bunn (@McKathlin)

Line art by Gaia Pellizzoni
Color by Jaden Lynn (@Jadetriestoart)
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"PTX, Forever"
Dear PTX,
It feels like yesterday that I was shedding tears of
joy at your concert here in Malaysia. I can't thank
you all enough for inspiring me with such 
beautiful music. Your aca-amazing voices always 
interweave to form the fabric of a magical carpet 
that has taken the world on countless eargasmic 
rides. So please don't stop and keep on rockin'! 
With love,
Chyen (@hikariraei)

Chrocheted dolls by Jonna Peterson
(@jonnapeterson81)

"Babes in Wonderland"
photo collage by Stéphanie (@Dragnmstrss)
Stéphanie also took the bottom left photo.

by Kaja (@lubiemanaty)
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"Bohemeian Rhapsody"

Hi, guys!! My name's Lyd and I love you so much! You pulled me through so many difficult 
times and I could never be able to fully thank you. I show my admiration for you through my 
art. Thank you for your music and for letting me know that it's okay to be myself! I love you!!!
--Lyd (@Scomiche_69)
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by Selina (@Arts_by_Selina)

"Family"
by Kato (@Mistah_Kato)

"And the World Will Live as One"
by Lizzy (@Jusmeavi)
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